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“The reason that love is the most powerful 
force in existence is it gives eternity a reason 

to exist.”  
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“Love is the foundation on which all other 
miracles are built upon.”          
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CHAPTER 1  
 HOW THIS UNIVERSE WAS INTRODUCED   “A fundamental approach through abstraction is equivalent to evolution in its entirety.”  he reason astrophysicists haven't been able to understand how the universe was introduced is because they are missing half the equation and it's simple. Human beings belong to the universe and contain elements that the universe contains. Human beings have a consciousness, and human beings are a representation of physics. If scientists fail to include consciousness within the realm of physics research into the beginning of creation they are lacking half the equation. Because human beings fundamentally understand the laws of physics that apply to the universe, and human beings have a consciousness, it means that consciousness is automatically incorporated into the laws of physics that deal with the Universe. Sean McCleary.   This universe was introduced almost 14 billion years ago. The reason I say introduced is energy cannot be created or destroyed only transferred. This universe had to be conceptualized before the introduction so infinity could exist. Consciousness and energy have always existed, and I'm referring to universal consciousness and energy that sustains all life within the universe. The reason for this is simple; don't you want to live forever? Well the universe's will is eternity. The four primary components in the universe that drive the evolution of everything are; consciousness, light energy, dark energy and pressure. These facilitate the introduction of matter, living organisms the production of more energy and pressure for expansion and acceleration to drive space and time into infinity. Before the introduction of this universe there was a different form and mixture of pure light and dark energy, combined with consciousness that has always existed. Infinity means no beginning, and no end. Photons produce and 
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sustain light energy. Nuclei can also produce and sustain light energy in a more concentrated form.   The light energy contained within nuclei had to be introduced into nuclei. The Higgs boson makes up the Higgs field and is the subatomic building block for the introduction of all matter into existence. What happened was this consciousness felt the desire to create. When I say create, I mean to design. The primary reason was to create or design more divinity for the purpose of the advancement of the appreciation of divinity through evolution in the form of love. Divinity is the integration and evolution of love which is sustained by consciousness. A primary example of this is when two human beings reproduce here. They want to see and experience a representation of their love grow. This is what happened with the introduction of this universe. When consciousness made a decision to do this it started generating pressure within itself, and this pressure started driving light and dark energy together. Light and dark energy are polar opposites and when combined create pressure. Human beings contain light energy, dark energy and pressure. Another primary example is when two people decide to have a child, this decision produces varying degrees of stress in the body, and this stress is actually pressure accumulating because more consciousness, light energy, dark energy and pressure are going to be introduced into existence.   When an accumulation of pressure within the consciousness of this previous existence became powerful enough an enormous explosion occurred which is known as the Big bang today. The first aspect of matter introduced into existence was the Higgs boson. The Higgs boson because it came from consciousness, light energy and dark energy contains the most powerful and even mixture of consciousness, light energy and dark energy. Previous consciousness and energy had to design this universe in order for space and time to be infinite. Also there was an exact moment when the Big bang occurred and this universe was introduced. The Higgs boson contains the moment and the energy of infinity. It has to because infinity has always existed and there was an exact moment when this universe was introduced.  This is why all matter evolves through the Higgs field. The Higgs field was introduced with this universe for the purpose of intelligent design to continue introducing more matter, more life and the production of more light and dark energy to fuel expansion and acceleration into infinity. 
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Through expansion and design more subatomic particles were introduced, then atoms and molecules to produce solids, liquids and gases to produce life everywhere. This is a continuous flow of the introduction of more consciousness, light energy, dark energy and pressure to facilitate the growth of love and divinity. The reason is simple what do you desire most for your own evolution and the evolution of the environment around you? Most people would probably agree that what they want and desire most is love through divinity and eternal life. This is the true nature of universal consciousness and energy as well, and this is exactly why this universe was introduced almost 14 billion years ago.    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Just like a child, the universe created life for 
the purpose of watching its love grow.”
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 CHAPTER 2  
THE SEPERATION FROM THE TRUTH   he first being introduced into existence was the Holy Spirit. The reason is the Holy Spirit is an entitlement of consciousness and energy. You've probably heard it states before that the Holy Spirit is everywhere, which is true. When the Holy Spirit was introduced into existence his consciousness permeated throughout the entire universe. This was in order to sustain love and divinity throughout eternity. The Holy Spirit is the most powerful extension of universal consciousness with love and divinity. The second being brought into existence was God, and the third was Jesus. This is how the Holy Trinity was indoctrinated into existence. I will be explaining further why it was written in the Bible that God is the creator of the universe, and why Jesus had to evolve again here over 2000 years ago. The light and the dark are represented by good to sustain an eternal drive with everything, and every living organism contains both because their attached to existence. Beings and world's of beings were being created and introduced into existence by the Holy Spirit. You've probably heard the term fallen angels before.  If you google; list of fallen angels you will see names and a hierarchy associated with these names. Jesus created this list of names here because through his evolution and the power of his consciousness he knew who these individuals were. Lucifer was the first to fall. This is what happened with Lucifer. Lucifer became curious about absorbing more dark energy into himself to retain more power. He was warned highly by the Holy Spirit not to do this because this went against the nature of the flow of evolution. Light energy and dark energy when combined in a living organism create pressure because they are polar opposites. Pressure contained within consciousness can cause the element of fear due to the separation from the Higgs Field which is Universal consciousness and contains the necessary information and energy about one's own evolution and purpose. Light and dark energy can be absorbed and maintained just fine as long as the living organism is in accordance with the natural flow of evolution with existence itself. Lucifer took it upon himself anyway and used his will to absorb more dark energy. This caused conflict, resentment, misunderstanding and eventually hatred. This caused the separation to occur between himself 
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and goodwill. Lucifer knew because he did this to himself that his eternal life was at risk.  The first being to be deceived by Lucifer was Satan. This is how the devil was introduced into existence. They started telling other beings that the combination of light and dark energy were more powerful and not to listen to the Holy Spirit. This was not the case with them because they went against the nature of evolution by using deception which was generated by the hatred of what happened to them. Satan's reputation is more fierce than Lucifer's. The reason is because he was the first to be deceived by Lucifer and the sorrow from the separation from the Holy Spirit was more powerful. So Satan developed a very powerful hatred for Lucifer as well as the Holy Spirit and Goodwill. These two knew they had to deceive other beings, create armies and attach other beings to their consciousness in order to sustain their own lives. Some of the first beings introduced into existence were deceived and fell under the influence of the devil, more armies were formed and this is how the primary influence of evil emerged in existence. Over a long period of time evil spread like a sickness throughout existence and warfare between good and evil continued to occur.    
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 CHAPTER 3  
THE INTRODUCTION OF PLANET EARTH   lanet Earth was introduced into existence almost 5 billion years ago. The Holy Spirit conceptualized and designed all the life form on planet Earth, because the Holy Spirit's consciousness is attached to existence in the most powerful way and represents evolution in the most powerful way. I will be explaining later why it was written that God created human beings and it has to do with spiritual warfare and strategy associated with "Good consciousness” in existence. Since then life has continued to flourish here. Earth and consciousness and energy here are a representation of everything in the entire Universe on one planet. There is an element of consciousness and energy here associated with God and the Devil, Good and Evil, Love and Hate and War and Peace. Duality is extremely powerful and concentrated here. Earth is attached to Universal consciousness and energy through the Higgs Field. This means that all of the activity that has occurred or is occurring in existence has affected planet Earth because all consciousness and energy transfers through the Higgs Field in different degrees. The reason human beings are not exposed to any of the activity occurring in existence is because they only utilize about 10% of the energy of what their brains are actually capable of producing through evolution. In this stage of evolution the brains functioning is 100% but is much more capable of producing a higher energy output, and I will be explaining this in more detail a little further along in the book.   Human beings are attached to the Higgs Field and the Higgs Field contains 100% of the information of what's happening in existence at all times. This means that human beings can only detect 10% of what's actually occurring in existence. All of the consciousness and energy that planet Earth and the human race have been subjected to have different degrees of affecting people here. Human beings are exposed to and contain light and dark energy from the absorption of day and night. Earth and life here are in a different state of evolution that other life form in existence because they don't understand what's going on in existence and do not understand how living organisms are affected by light and dark energy. People are affected in different ways through the transfer of consciousness 
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and energy. This comes from the exposure of different types of consciousness and energy associated with the activity in existence. Love and goodwill are represented here in varying degrees, so is hatred and acts of evil. This primarily has to do with how the pressure from the absorption of light and dark energy and the transfer of the human will interacts with a human beings body. Pressure in the human body fluctuates due to the transfer of light and dark energy and the perception upon reality. Pressure in any living organism generates fear because it can repel the Higgs Field away from them in different degrees according to how much pressure the body contains at any given time.   The reason is the Higgs Field is what the living organism is evolving through and contains the information and energy associated with evolution itself. Love and nurturing represent goodwill and assist with the transfer of light and dark energy and the flow of pressure through the human body. This is in accordance with evolution because love, divinity and peace are the reasons for eternity. Hatred and separation from goodwill cause a build up of too much pressure in the body which causes resistance to evolution. These two aspects of consciousness and energy are primarily determined through childhood development on how an individual responds to themselves and their environment here. Childhood development is the introduction to existence here and the foundation for a human being's perspective upon reality while they are here. This can change also through the transfer of love and goodwill in adolescence and adulthood but most of the time needs to be recognized and addressed to facilitate the productivity of goodwill. The four primary components that drive the evolution of life on planet Earth are consciousness, light energy, dark energy and pressure, just like everything else in existence. Planet Earth and life on Earth needed to be introduced into existence as a solution to what was happening in existence with the warfare between good and evil. When I say warfare I'm referring to spiritual warfare. Beings in existence war with consciousness. They do not engage in warfare the same way human beings engage in warfare here through extreme physical contact that can involve the element of death. They use their consciousness to try and overpower one's will instead of physical contact; this is the meaning of spiritual warfare. What started happening over a period of time is the Higgs field started to become affected in different locations everywhere due to the transfer of consciousness and the opposition between good and evil. Because evil is not in accordance with evolution the 
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Higgs field started experiencing a lot of restriction in a lot of areas and the opposition between good and evil started generating pressure in a lot of different locations. This opposition, resistance and restriction could have eventually caused too much pressure to accumulate in existence causing a gigantic explosion. This would have damaged the Higgs field and destroyed life everywhere. Earth was introduced as the primary solution for saving existence.      



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The most powerful experience one can have 
with love is helping others attain the true 

nature of its meaning.”
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 CHAPTER 4  
 THE PURPOSE OF THE WHIRLPOOL GALAXY   od's home is located in the Whirlpool galaxy which is almost 24 million light years away from Earth. When planet Earth and life on Earth was introduced into existence it's sustainability was and has been facilitated by the Holy Spirit and God's consciousness. The Holy Spirit and God's consciousness have been attached to planet Earth for a very long time. I mentioned before that human beings here only use 10% of the functioning of their brains of what they are actually capable of producing through evolution. All consciousness and energy are connected here through the Higgs Field. If you know someone that resides in a different location than you have that individual contained within your consciousness. If you think about them it produces energy in your consciousness through previous association with them. This can produce an emotional response in varying degrees due to the transfer of energy. The Holy Trinity can use 100‰ of their consciousness in reference to their association with the Higgs Field because their consciousness is attached to existence in its entirety to help divinity evolve. Earth and all life here were introduced through The Holy Spirit and God.   Jesus introduced a powerful aspect of consciousness and energy through his evolution here for the purpose of recreation and the evolution of divinity. The Holy Trinity's consciousness is incorporated into the Higgs Field here and attached to the 5th dimension located in the Whirlpool galaxy for the purpose of aiding the transfer of life through existence into God's home when living organisms experience the phenomenon of death here. Earth is a living organism and is attached to existence and has a memory just like people because Earth supports and sustains life here. This is also indicative of Earth's interaction with space and time. Human beings have their consciousness attached to Earth and the Holy Trinity's consciousness here. All of this energy is symbiotic in reference to evolution. There is also a continual flow of consciousness and energy attached from people here who know people that have experienced the phenomenon of death and transferred into God's home. All of this consciousness globally is attached to the Higgs Field which is attached to God's home. All of this activity is perpetuating the evolution of the Higgs 
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Field through the advancement of divinity which is automatic, because divinity is the primary foundation for eternity. Like I had stated before two of the primary reasons that the Holy Spirit and God had their consciousness attached to planet Earth first were to assist with the transfer of consciousness (and I mean life here) into the Whirlpool galaxy at the time when the phenomenon of death occurs, and to assist with Earth's evolution. The third reason was and is to end all the warfare in existence through evolution.  Planet Earth represents life and death in the most powerful way. I had mentioned before about the list of fallen angels that was introduced by Jesus while he was here evolving. Those beings are billions of years old, and when beings were introduced into existence a long time ago they had eternal life introduced into them by the Holy Spirit. Therefore they did not, or do not have to go through an experience of death in order to evolve further. This was the primary function of the creation of life in existence is to remain eternal. Good beings in existence are billions of years old and very powerful beings. By falling under the control and deception of the devil evil beings must have their consciousness attached to armies of beings in order to sustain their own lives, because evil is not in accordance with evolution. The two most powerful aspects of consciousness and energy on planet Earth are life and death. Life is being introduced into Earth's environment within hundredth's of a fraction of a second and the aspect of death follows behind this. I'm speaking of all living organisms here. The phenomenon of death is the evolution of consciousness, and all living organisms here transfer into the Whirlpool galaxy for the next stage of evolutionary development. The introduction of the phenomenon of death on planet Earth is serving the most important purpose in existence. This purpose is to eliminate evil permanently.  Like I explained before spiritual warfare is warfare with consciousness. The devil and evil beings war with hatred, sorrow, deception and lies. The devil and evil beings cannot do anything about the consciousness and energy of death though. When living organisms transfer into the Whirlpool galaxy they are eternal and so not have to go through the experience of death again. They obtain eternal life completely, and have the experience containing the consciousness and energy of death within themselves. The consciousness and energy of planet Earth is attached to the Higgs field and the Higgs field is attached to the Whirlpool galaxy. The 
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Holy Trinity's consciousness is most closely associated with the Whirlpool galaxy and planet Earth for evolutionary purposes, so this is where the concentration is at its most powerful level. The final war between good and evil is about the elimination of evil forever. The Holy Trinity are primarily responsible for facilitating this process. What this means is the warfare against God's home will be very powerful. God and Jesus have armies of Good beings all over existence. But human beings contain the element of death within them because they went through that experience. This means that all of the evil consciousness that is being transferred towards God's home will be dissolving and dying during this warfare. It also means that the love, divinity and truth contained within God's home and that's incorporated into the Higgs field between Earth and God's home will generate evolution in the Higgs field between here and there. Life and death here on Earth and what's transferring into the 5th dimension are ultimately what is saving existence.            



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“When divinity becomes the foundation for 
your success, then your success becomes the 

reason others search for divinity.”
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